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The Marijuana Grow Bible Springer Science & Business Media
He's baaaack! World-renowned pot connoisseur and acclaimed
photographer Jason King continues his quest to share yet another
outstanding collection of marijuana strains and informative,
mouthwatering tasting notes. Never one to call it a day, King has
been traveling the globe nonstop since his acclaimed ﬁrst book
was published, to bring us more of the choicest kind-and fans and
aﬁcionados alike will not be disappointed! Featuring more than
200 carefully chosen cannabis strains, as well as his signature
photomicrography, THE CANNABIBLE 2 is gloriously visual and
entertaining and takes the experience of referencing buds and
plants to a whole new level. Find out which strain Jason considers
to be the "Holy Grail," which buds will give a major jolt to the

creativity circuit, and the high that's most likely to cause a
change in your plans for the day. In glorious spreads and
sidebars, King also delves into such intriguing subjects as the
marijuana-chocolate connection, the tolerance factor, the medical
marijuana movement, and much more. A testament to his
dedication to documenting the ﬁnest marijuana, THE
CANNABIBLE 2 is a book you'll return to again and again. There's
no doubt: The Mothership has landed! • The must-have follow-up
to Jason King's best-selling book, THE CANNABIBLE-with new
strains, detailed tasting notes, and more of everything that made
#1 great. • A pioneer in his ﬁeld, Jason King has developed a
unique vocabulary to describe the tastes, aromas, and eﬀects of
marijuana. • Includes incredible photos of rare and outrageously
expensive smoking paraphernalia.
The Cannabis Grow Bible Van Patten Publishing
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Marijuana Garden Saver is the go-to ﬁeld guide designed for
growers who need to quickly identify and ﬁx problems and
restore plant health. It covers the pests, diseases, nutrient
deﬁciencies, and environmental stresses that impact a cannabis
garden, threatening a successful harvest. This revised and
updated edition of Marijuana Garden Saver is the resource for all
types of gardens, greenhouses, and farms: Clear photographs
help you quickly identify problems indoors and out Provides clear
instructions and suggests a variety of products and techniques to
keep your garden healthy Features organic and safe IPM solutions
The most trusted name in marijuana cultivation is here to save
your garden.
The Cannabis Grow Bible The Deﬁnitive Guide To Growing
Marijuana For Recreational And Medical Use The Cannabis
Breeder's BibleThe Cannabis Breeder's Bible oﬀers real-world,
professional techniques for breeding primo pot and gives precise
growing information for 60 popular marijuana varieties. The book
covers new hybridization techniques, international seed law
issues, protecting new breeds or strains from knockoﬀ artists,
shipping seeds and clones, breeding lab designs, product testing,
primordial cannabis, landrace and lost strains, common
mutations, and more. This useful guide also features a wealth of
photographs, instructive illustrations, and in-depth interviews
with breeders and seed bank professionals.Cannabis Breeding
Book GuideThe Cannabis Breeding book guide sets a new
standard of excellence for cannabis cultivation and breeding
manuals and gives readers the tools they need to grow the most
popular and potent marijuana varieties and strains in the world.
Readers of this complete guide to expert breeding techniques will
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learn about the new age cultivars, trendy cannabis hybrids, and
how to develop them for the lucrative international seed
market.The Cannabis Breeder's Bible oﬀers real-world,
professional techniques for breeding superior marijuana.
Expanding on the advanced cultivation methods presented in
Greg Green's popular Cannabis Grow Bible, The Cannabis
Breeder's Bible delves deeper into topics such as advanced
pollination, seed collection, and storage; feminizing plants;
increasing potency; and enhancing calyx development. Readers
will discover more about primordial cannabis, landrace and lost
strains, breeding compatibility, growth hormones, cannabinoids,
plant cells, common mutations, and advanced ﬂoral traits. The
wealth of technical insights shared in The Cannabis Breeder's
Bible is also supported by stunning photographs, instructive
illustrations, and in-depth interviews with marijuana breeders and
seed bank professionals.The Cannabis Breeding book guide is an
advanced, specialized marijuana grow book designed for practical
use by new and experienced breeders alike.The Cannabis Grow
BibleWhen cannabis growers have questions about their crop,
they turn to this bible. With over 55,000 orginal copies sold, this
second edition delivers even more tips, and is fully illustrated and
updated with a new section on organics. Greg Green oﬀers
methods on how to maximise yield and potency, whilst blending a
solid understanding of marijuana botany with practical advice on
the day-to-day demands of maintaining a garden. It also covers
everything from the best plant genetics to protecting crops from
pests and prying eyes.The Cannabis Grow BibleThe most
comprehensive guide to marijuana gardening ever written is back
with all new information and updated advice for cannabis
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enthusiasts. Over 200 additional pages of all new information are
included in this book, from all new lighting equipment and
techniques, to highly advanced cannabinoid extraction
techniques and detailed, step-by-step gardening guides for
novice and professional growers alike. This book contains over
700 pages, with all new photos and step-by-step guides to every
aspect of marijuana horticulture, plant breeding, and hash
production. Featuring a handy quick start guide at the beginning
to allow growers to get started right away, and hone their
techniques as they read the later chapters in more detail. The
biggest, most comprehensive, and straightforward guide to
marijuana horticulture ever published.Marijuana Botany
The Cannabis Breeder's Bible sets a new standard of excellence
for cannabis cultivation and breeding manuals and gives readers
the tools they need to grow the most popular and potent
marijuana varieties and strains in the world. Readers of this
complete guide to expert breeding techniques will learn about
the new age cultivars, trendy cannabis hybrids, and how to
develop them for the lucrative international seed market.The
Cannabis Breeder's Bible oﬀers real-world, professional
techniques for breeding superior marijuana. Expanding on the
advanced cultivation methods presented in Greg Green's popular
Cannabis Grow Bible, The Cannabis Breeder's Bible delves deeper
into topics such as advanced pollination, seed collection, and
storage; feminizing plants; increasing potency; and enhancing
calyx development. Readers will discover more about primordial
cannabis, landrace and lost strains, breeding compatibility,
growth hormones, cannabinoids, plant cells, common mutations,
and advanced ﬂoral traits. The wealth of technical insights shared
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in The Cannabis Breeder's Bible is also supported by stunning
photographs, instructive illustrations, and in-depth interviews
with marijuana breeders and seed bank professionals.The
Cannabis Breeder's Bible is an advanced, specialized marijuana
grow book designed for practical use by new and experienced
breeders alike.
The Advanced Guide to Cannabis Breeding Ronin Publishing
The Cannabis Breeder's Bible
The New Cannabis Breeding Ten Speed Press
Cannabis Breeding takes stock of what growers can do to
preserve what's good about the plant, while also chasing what's
new. This book delves deeper into topics such as advanced
pollination, seed collection, and storage; feminizing plants;
increasing potency; and enhancing calyx development. Readers
will discover more about primordial cannabis, landrace and lost
strains, breeding compatibility, growth hormones, cannabinoids,
plant cells, common mutations, and advanced ﬂoral traits
Marijuana Pest and Disease Control Ed Rosenthal
Green: A Field Guide to Marijuana is required reading for a new
generation of curious and sophisticated pot smokers. Presented
in an eye-popping package and ﬁlled with hyperdetailed
photography of individual buds, this essential guide to marijuana
is smart, practical, and exceedingly beautiful. The "Primer"
section explores the culture of this complex ﬂower and explains
the botany that makes each strain unique. The "Buds" section
describes the variations of lineage, ﬂavor, and mental or physical
high that deﬁne 170 exceptional strains. Poised to become the
go-to marijuana guide for recreational and medicinal users alike,
Green is easy to pick up and impossible to put down.
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Cannabis Culture Hope
Of all the plants men have ever grown, none has been praised
and denounced as often as marihuana (Cannabis sativa).
Throughout the ages, marihuana has been extolled as one of
man's greatest benefactors and cursed as one of his greatest
scourges. Marihuana is undoubtedly a herb that has been many
things to many people. Armies and navies have used it to make
war, men and women to make love. Hunters and ﬁshermen have
snared the most ferocious creatures, from the tiger to the shark,
in its herculean weave. Fashion designers have dressed the most
elegant women in its supple knit. Hangmen have snapped the
necks of thieves and murderers with its ﬁber. Obstetricians have
eased the pain of childbirth with its leaves. Farmers have crushed
its seeds and used the oil within to light their lamps. Mourners
have thrown its seeds into blazing ﬁres and have had their sorrow
transformed into blissful ecstasy by the fumes that ﬁlled the air.
Marihuana has been known by many names: hemp, hashish,
dagga, bhang, loco weed, grass-the list is endless. Formally
christened Cannabis sativa in 1753 by Carl Linnaeus, marihuana
is one of nature's hardiest specimens. It needs little care to
thrive. One need not talk to it, sing to it, or play soothing tranquil
Brahms lullabies to coax it to grow. It is as vigorous as a weed. It
is ubiquitous. It ﬂuorishes under nearly every possible climatic
condition.
GROWING ELITE MARIJUANA Quick Amer Archives
Ed Rosenthal’s Cannabis Grower’s Handbook is the deﬁnitive
guide for all cultivators—from ﬁrst-time home growers to
experienced large-scale commercial cannabis operators. The
Grower’s Handbook breaks down the fundamentals of marijuana
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cultivation and demonstrates their practical applications in
gardens of any size. Learn new techniques to maximize yield and
eﬃciency and to grow bigger, more potent resinous buds!
Cannabis Grower’s Handbook covers the newest lighting
technologies such as LED and adjustable spectrum bulbs;
permaculture and regenerative farming techniques; advanced
drying and curing methods and strategies; comprehensive
integrated pest management; and over a dozen specialized
garden setups. Still deciding what to grow? This guide will help
you choose among the many options from innovative breeders,
which now include autoﬂowering plants and CBD and CBG
varieties of hemp. With over 600 pages of full-color photos, this
grower’s guide presents the latest science, tools, and methods to
enable you to grow a cannabis garden of any size,
anywhere—indoors or out. Ed Rosenthal’s books are known for
their easy-to-understand and trend-setting content and have
educated millions of growers—hobbyists and professional
cultivators alike consider Ed’s books their go-to guides. This fully
updated edition of Ed’s groundbreaking Marijuana Grower’s
Handbook comes at a time when more people than ever before
can legally grow cannabis and want to know how to maximize
their yields. Once again, Ed shows you how, this time drawing on
the contributions and research of the pioneers and leaders in the
legal cannabis industry, as well as from professors at leading
horticultural schools at the University of California at Davis,
Cornell University, the University of Connecticut, and Oaksterdam
University. Two new co-authors have contributed their expertise
to Cannabis Grower’s Handbook: Dr. Robert Flannery holds a
Ph.D. in plant biology and is the founder of Dr. Robb Farms, a
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licensed cannabis producer in California. Angela Bacca is an
editor and journalist who has specialized in cannabis content for
over ten years and edited the 2010 edition of the Marijuana
Grower’s Handbook. Dr. Robb and Angela Bacca join Ed Rosenthal
to bring the must-have Cannabis Grower's Handbook to a rapidly
"growing" audience.
Marijuana Grower's Handbook Ed Rosenthal
This is the most accessible, attractive, and easy-to-use beginner's
guide to growing marijuana. In only 144 illustrated pages, High
Times editor, Danny Danko, covers the basics of successful pot
cultivation. This book is a primer that covers: The basics of
setting up a grow room Genetics and seeds Germination Sexing
Cloning Building buds Harvesting Pest, fungi, molds, and
deﬁciencies Concentrates, edibles, tinctures, and topicals This is
the novice marijuana grower's handbook that guides readers
through the absolute essentials of cannabis horticulture to
produce the most potent buds. From where to buy seeds to
sowing, nurturing, and maintaining a crop, this handy "Pot Bible"
is essential for the perfect harvest.
Marijuana Horticulture Trafalgar Square
From this book you will learn the basics about growing marijuana
for less than a dollar. Both indoors and outdoors, from seed to
harvest and everything else around growing marijuana. It's not
very diﬃcult to grow huge buds, you just have to know how.
The Cannabis Breeding Bible for Beginners and Dummies Ed
Rosenthal
What exactly happens when you get stoned? Why does your
mouth dry up and why do you become so interested in food and
sex? Why can some people work when they're stoned and others
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can't? What are the tobacco companies' plans for exploiting the
potential legal market? How come there's so much cannabis
found in prisons and how does it get there? Who brings it across
national borders? CANNABISCULTURE answers all these questions
and more. Thirty years after THE TIMES ran an advertisement
calling the law against cannabis 'immoral in principle and
unworkable in practice', the drug's legalisation has become a live
political and social issue. But there is surprisingly little
information available on the drug: from its medicinal properties to
its function as a commodity which is traded on a global scale, its
role in various religions to the many ways in which it can be
cultivated and its eﬀect on the body and mind.
Cannabis Ten Speed Press
Whether you want to grow 3 plants or 30,000 there are many
factors to take into consideration: Would you rather grow a strain
that produces 38g per season or one that yields 9 Kilos? Would
you rather grow a strain that has a high incidence of unwanted
side eﬀects (Anxiety, paranoia, headaches, etc.) or one that has a
very low incidence of said eﬀects? Do you want to grow a strain
that has a 29%THC level or one that has 5%THC? One that has
0%CBDs or one that has 47%CBDs. Would you like to know which
strains are almost totally immune to powdery mildew, fungus and
mold or one that is particularly vulnerable to these diseases? One
that can grow clear into the snows of Fall or one that needs a
Mediteranian climate to thrive? Do you want to grow a strain that
produces particularly well under indoor lighting or one that
requires an outdoor grow to thrive? Atrain that reach only 18" to
24" tall or one that grows to 12 feet? A strain that needs little
water or one that requires a good deal of water? Then there are
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strains that absolutely must have a good deal of support and
those that require none at all. Strains that take 20 weeks of
ﬂowering (After a long vegetative period) and strains that go from
seed to harvest in 28 days. Interested in the medical conditions a
given strain is good for? Here you can ﬁnd over 120 medical
conditions are listed among over 500 strains. There are even
strains with near zero THC and over 42%CBDs for medical use
with no high whatsoever. There are strains that have an intense
odor when growing and will alert anyone within several hundreds
of yards and there are strains with little odor or even an aroma
that smells like something diﬀerent than marijuana altogether. If
you think you are going to get this information in one place - you
are right. It is this book. Other than that, I hope you have
thousands of hours to read many dozens of books AND search
hundreds of web sites. That is what I did for the last two years.
These are the results. This is NOT a book strictly about
horticultural practices for marijuana in general (though you will
ﬁnd brief comments and an excellent all around organic bug and
disease control spray menue herein). If you want in depth general
marijuana horticultural information there are many sources easily
available. George Servantes is one of the best and there are
countless videos on You Tube for such information. This book is
completely about STRAINS, what they need to grow, how they
grow best, and every aspect about each strain.. You will ﬁnd it
invaluable.
The Cannabis Grow Bible Red Wheel/Weiser
This revised and updated edition of the classic Cultivators
Handbook of Marijuana had complete information on growing
marijuana indoors and out. Full of examples, fantastic illustrations
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and horticultural knowledge. Drake is a leading authority on
marijuana cultivation. His book Cultivators Handbook of Marijuana
includes information on the marijuana plant, marijuana and land,
working with young plants, marijuana and light, harvesting and
curing, making a good plant better, cultivation of psychoactive
tobacco, and cultivation awareness.
Principles of Plant Genetics and Breeding Ed Rosenthal
From retailers to growers, producers, and suppliers, there's a
seemingly never-ending list of startup opportunities in this
emerging market. In Start, Your Own Cannabis Business,
cannabis, biotech, and entrepreneurship reporter Javier Hasse
introduces forward-thinking entrepreneurs lie you to the industry
and shares hard-earned tips and success stories from pioneers
and visionaries in the marijuana industry. This Journal is a book
designed speciﬁcally for cannabis review, especially for its
medical purpose. It is no surprise that there are some unique
challenges that patients & prescribing physicians face when
dealing with medical cannabis. These include product
consistency, strain variation, potency, and everyone's unique
reaction to various cannabinoids. Finding the right treatment is
tough. We developed the Patient Journal to empower patients by
giving them the tools to accurately chart all the important factors
in their therapy. They can use this information to share with their
caregiver or tweak their own regime. Our goal is to ease the
anxiety of patients new to cannabis, as well as outﬁt long-time
users with the tools they need to better understand their body
and their treatment. First-of-its-kind journal & logbook for medical
cannabis therapy. Created to help marijuana patients & users
track their response to cannabis. Guided entry pages, helpful
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cannabinoid & terpene infographics, strain recommendations
based on ailment and more! Clean, scientiﬁc and clinical
aesthetic. Co-developed with caregivers and medical
professionals.
The Beginner's Guide to Growing Marijuana Quick Reference
Publishing, Incorporated
A wide range of pests, diseases, and nutrient deﬁciencies can zap
the vitality of any cannabis garden. Inexperienced gardeners
often rely on pesticides that are not registered for edibles, as well
as other harmful or ineﬀective techniques that can render plants
unusable. This resourceful guide comes to the rescue, showing
gardeners how to win back a garden and nurture plants to their
full potential, using safe, organic, and integrated pest
management techniques. In addition to providing readers with
the know-how to get their plants healthy, Marijuana Pest and
Disease Control highlights design and garden practices to
prevent future infections. Author Ed Rosenthal gears the book to
gardeners at every level of experience and in any growing
situation from indoor, outdoor, and greenhouse to hydro and
terrace gardens. Extensive color photographs and illustration
help identify the exact problem.
Marihuana Chronicle Books
The Cannabis Breeder's Bible oﬀers real-world, professional
techniques for breeding primo pot and gives precise growing
information for 60 popular marijuana varieties. The book covers
new hybridization techniques, international seed law issues,
protecting new breeds or strains from knockoﬀ artists, shipping
seeds and clones, breeding lab designs, product testing,
primordial cannabis, landrace and lost strains, common
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mutations, and more. This useful guide also features a wealth of
photographs, instructive illustrations, and in-depth interviews
with breeders and seed bank professionals.
Green: A Field Guide to Marijuana Ed Rosenthal
Cannabis A Guide to Common and Exotic Strains provides a look
at 80 cannabis strains and how to identify them based on look
and aroma. From testing data from dispensaries and growers we
are able to provide THC ranges and CBD percentages when
available. Included in this guide is also general information on
how each of the strains may help those who use them based on
the lineage and strain type. It may never be possible to have a
"complete" guide since cannabis breeders are adding new and
exciting strains daily. This pocket-friendly guide is a great
introduction to this versatile plant.
What's Wrong with My Marijuana Plant? Ed Rosenthal
Marijuana Harvest is the world’s ﬁrst crop science book devoted
solely to harvesting, processing and storing award-winning
marijuana—now a multi-billion dollar crop. Whether you are a
hobby gardener or commercial farmer, Marijuana Harvest shows
you how to maximize the yield and quality of your garden. Fullcolor throughout, the book’s descriptive photos make it an
attractive guide to the steps needed to harvest, dry, trim, cure
and store top-quality buds. Internationally recognized as the
number one cultivation author, Ed Rosenthal along with
renowned journalist David Downs has thoroughly researched
every sector of this book visiting personal gardens and
commercial farms observing techniques used as well as
experimental methods under development. Winners of
prestigious cannabis cups are interviewed and share their tips
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and advise. Content includes time, labor, and energy saving tools
and equipment: Trimmers, climate controls, drying methods,
storage systems, workﬂow charts and much more––Everything a
grower needs to know to do it right. Cut through the clutter of
online forums and anecdotal advice to ﬁnd out how to grow and
harvest top-shelf buds, both indoors and out, for use as dried
ﬂowers, extracts and edibles—all in stunning, full-color photos
and illustrations. For the casual consumer there are tips on how
to choose the best-grown and best-tasting buds available. The
results are an accessible and informative look at harvest methods
for all marijuana users and growers. Today more Americans than
ever before have the ability to grow and cultivate marijuana for
medical and personal use. Twenty-three states and Washington
D.C. have laws permitting medical cannabis and four states and
Washington D.C. have legalized adult-use recreational sales.
Momentum is building going into the 2016 presidential elections,
with Arcview Market Research predicting an additional 11 states
voting in favor of legalization.
Cannabis a Guide to Common and Exotic Strains Ronin
Publishing
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True Living Organics teaches you how to grow organic marijuana
both indoors and outdoors. It is the only organic marijuana
cultivation guide on the market. The ﬁrst edition sold over 15,000
copies, and the new edition has over 100 additional pages of all
new information and photos detailing how to grow marijuana
organically so that it is healthier and tastes better. Organic
marijuana is preferred for medical marijuana users as well as
recreational marijuana users, and growing organic marijuana is
much cheaper than synthetic hydroponic marijuana cultivation
systems. This new edition features all new composting
techniques, improved soil mixes for maximizing yield, and all new
techniques for organic marijuana gardening, including worm
farms, organic tea mixes, and highly eﬀective organic soil
amendments. Also includes an all new organic hashish guide
which teaches you how to make all-natural organic hash from
marijuana without the use of any dangerous chemicals.
The Cannabis Encyclopedia Van Patten Publishing
Guides home growers through each stage of the marijuana
plant's development, and oﬀers advice on managing all aspects
of the growing and harvesting processes, including choosing a
strain, pollinating techniques, and troubleshooting.
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